FEELING THE FUTURE –
ACCESS TO ARTS AND CULTURE
FOR PEOPLE WITH VISUAL
IMPAIRMENTS
TRIZIA WELLS, INCLUSION MANAGER AT EUREKA! THE NATIONAL CHILDREN'S MUSEUM,
HALIFAX

THE POSITIVE CONTRIBUTION OF
ARTS AND CULTURE
to emotional health and
wellbeing is increasingly
recognised. As disabled
people are 75% less likely to
engage with the arts than
non-disabled people. (DCM
Taking Part 2014-2015
Quarter 1 Report), it follows
then that reduced access to
the arts results in reduced
access to health and
wellbeing benefits for
disabled people. With arts
and culture being
“systematically removed from
the UK education system”
(Enriching Britain: Culture,
Creativity and Growth Warwick Commission 2015),

it falls to museums, galleries and
other cultural settings to ensure
that the heritage and art in their
keeping is truly accessible to the
disabled audience. It’s a challenge
to which our sector has responded
with enthusiasm and innovation,
and I’ve been lucky enough to be
involved with two undertakings
recently which have placed partially
sighted and blind people at their
centre.
The first took place at the museum
where I am the Inclusion Manager Eureka! the national children’s
museum in Halifax, West Yorkshire –
and was funded by Children in
Need.

Eureka! is a non-collections
based museum. Created in
1992 as a museum of science
and discovery, it's based on
the North American model of
children’s museums,
encouraging children to learn
about their world through
hands-on play.
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In 2017, the museum introduced
a new interactive digital art
gallery, Spark, as part of a
strategic move from STEM to
STEAM. The gallery houses
temporary exhibitions and
interaction with most of the
exhibits relies on the visitor’s
ability to see. Being a contrary
sort of person (!) I was inspired
to go in the opposite direction
and create an arts project for
and with children with impaired
vision, with the aim of creating a
permanent arts installation
within Eureka!

The result was a series of
sculpture workshops, led by
partially sighted, London
based sculptor Lynn Cox,
and supported by our
partners; guide dog Danny,
RNIB Leeds and the
Yorkshire Sculpture Park. It
was important to me that
the artist be partially
sighted, both to understand
the challenges facing the
children, and to present
them with a positive role
model. The final artwork was
installed in February.

read more about the sculpture project at
Eureka! at www.eureka.org.uk/blog/sharingfavourite-things/

It’s a collaborative piece,
an outdoor sculpture
called Favourites, which
can be seen in the grounds
of the museum. It’s
flexible, (it can be moved
into various
configurations) and tactile
(favourite toys are encased
in “cages” made of
different thicknesses of
wire). Sighted visitors can
appreciate its colourful
intricacy and of course the
various toys enclosed
within it. We hope that the
piece will encourage
intergenerational
conversation within
families about memories,
favourite toys, and
perhaps challenge
expectations about what
can be achieved by people
with impaired sight.

THE CREATION OF FAVOURITES WAS
ABOUT SUPPORTING VISUALLY IMPAIRED
CHILDREN IN THE CREATION OF ART. THE
SECOND EXPERIENCE CENTRED ON
SUPPORTING ADULTS WITH IMPAIRED
SIGHT IN THE APPRECIATION OF ART AND
CULTURE.

BILBAO - A CITY OF SENSES
In April 2018, I visited Bilbao
in northern Spain with a
company called Travel Eyes,
which pairs sighted people
with blind and partially
sighted travellers on escorted
holidays. They offer a huge
range of trips – from cruises
to treks, city breaks to sailing,
across the globe. As much as
being intrigued by how a
holiday like this might work, I
was also attracted by the
opportunity of a private tour
of the Guggenheim and the
massive discounts offered to
sighted travellers!

The Basque city of Bilbao set out to
reinvent itself as a cultural
destination following the demise of
its industry in the late 1990s. On the
basis of this five day visit, I would
say that it’s succeeding in its aim,
and that accessibility is a principle
which runs throughout the city,
both in terms of its physical
structure and the inclusive attitude
of the people we encountered. The
Nervion river which runs through
the city is bordered by wide level
esplanades, pavements are broad
and level, trams are easily
accessible, and the city aims to be
80% pedestrianised within five
years.

Each of the three accessible
tours I took had elements that
could be replicated in
collections based museums.
First up was a wine tour- the
best wine tour I’ve ever had!

An activity around war
time or Tudor recipes
could include a local
wine expert to talk
about how smell and
taste are interlinked.
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Regular resting points meant
we could sit and listen to an
explanation of Bilbao's trading
and shipping history, handling
objects which illustrated the
guide's words. These touches
We began with smell rather
made the experience much
than taste. Before even opening
more enjoyable for everyone,
a bottle, the vineyard owner
sighted and non-sighted. The
passed round small phials
tour ended with a knot making
containing examples of the type
workshop, where outsized rope
of smell we might experience,
An explanation of the
and diagrams were used to
e.g. caramel, citrus, or oak, and
Guggenheim’s architectural
demonstrate the knots.
talked us through their
significance was helped by
significance. This preparation
small scale 3D models of the
meant that discussing the wine’s
building and external sculptures.
taste later on made a lot more
Human figures were included
sense for everyone.
to give a sense of proportion.
This was particularly useful as
my description of Jeff Koon’s
Our final stop was the
floral puppy to my non-sighted
Guggenheim Museum. housed
partner (“it’s huge!”)
in a visually striking building
was somewhat inadequate.
on the banks of the river
Next was a guided tour of the
There were even samples of the
Nervion, designed to reflect
Bilbao’s Maritime Museum. At
construction materials to handle
each exhibit, our guide used the the city’s shipping and
(sandstone and titanium) and a
industrial heritage. Undertactile element as his starting
large format tactile book to
standing
the
building's
point, lifted barriers to enable us
enhance the experience.
to touch exhibits and every now construction and appearance
and then disappeared to fetch a gives an extra dimension to
ALL these experiences offer great
understanding the collections
handling object, including at
ideas for increasing cultural
within
it.
one point, a ship’s wheel!
access for visually impaired
visitors which could be easily
For museums with textile collections, an
replicated in heritage settings.
embroidery workshop could be run along
I hope you’re inspired! Please
feel free to get in touch if you
similar lines to the knot tying workshop.
have any questions.

